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$1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
IN THIS paper we investigate the topology of manifolds obtained by nontrivial surgery on a 
knot k in D2 x S’. In particular this work together with the work of Berge [l] yields a 
complete solution to the following old question. Exactly when can one obtain a D’ x S’ by 
nontrivial surgery on a knot k in D2 x S’? 
We will assume that k is not contained in a 3-cell in D2 x S’, for otherwise the manifold 
obtained by surgery on k is a connected sum of D2 x S’ and a manifold obtained by surgery 
on a knot (i.e. k) in S3. 
The wrapping number wr(k) of k is equal to the minimal geometric intersection number of 
a knot k’ with a D2 x pt., where k’ is isotopic to k. wr(k)=O is the same as saying that k is 
contained in a 3-cell. The winding number w(k) is equal to the algebraic intersection number 
of k with a D2 x pt. Let T’c D2 x S’ be the torus a(1/2D2) x S1 and let W be the solid torus 
which it bounds. k is a rorus knot or O-bridge braid if k can be isotoped to lie in T’. k is a l- 
bridge braid if k is isotopic to a knot of the form k’ u k” where k’, k” are arcs, k’ c T’ and is 
transverse to each D2 x pt. and k” c Wn (D2 x pt.) 
We now state our main result whose proof is given in $2. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let k be a knot in D2 x S’ with nonzero wrapping number. Jf M is a 
manifold obtained by nontririal surgery on k, then one qf the.followiny must hold. 
(1) M = D2 x S’. In this case k is either a 0 or l-bridge braid ,from the point of view of 
both the original D2 x S’ and M. 
(2) M = M’ # W, where W is a closed 3-manifold and H 1 ( W) is finite and nontrivial. 
(3) M is irreducible and ?M is incompressible. 
A knot k in S3 satisfies property P if it is either the trivial knot or only the trivial surgery 
on k yields a homotopy 3-sphere. k is a sntellite knot if S”-&‘(k) contains either an essential 
torus or annulus. Thurston [ 151 has shown that the satellite knots are exactly those knots in 
S3 with complements that do not have hyperbolic structures. 
Theorem 1.1 together with the work of either [2] or [7] yields the following result. 
COROLLARY 1.2. lf k is a satellite knot in S3, then k satisfies property P. 
Proof Such a k is either a torus knot or there exists a torus T c S3 such that one side of 
T bounds a D2 x S’ which contains k and the other side of T is a 3-manifold N with 
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incompressible boundary. By [l l] property P holds for torus knots. 
If k is not a torus knot, then a manifold H obtained by nontrivial surgery on k is a union 
of N and a manifold M (as in the conclusion of Theorem 1.1) glued along T. If M satisfies 
conclusion (2), then z,(H) is nontrivial. If M satisfies conclusion (3), then Tis incompressible 
in H so again z,(M) is nontrivial. If M satisfies conclusion (1) then H is obtained by 
attaching a solid torus to N, so H is obtained by a surgery on a companion knot k’ to k. (k’ is 
the core of the solid torus (M). A calculation first observed by J. Simon (but explicitly 
computed in Lemma 3.3 [S]) shows that either H,(H) is nontrivial or H was obtained by a 
surgery of type 1 /nW2 where o is the winding number of k in D2 x S’ and n E Z, n # 0. Since T 
was an essential torus and k is a braid, [WI > 1. Therefore 1 nw2 12 4. By [2] or [7], H is not a 
homotopy sphere. 0 
Remark. Litherland [lo] had proven property P for satellite knots with o(k)> 2. 
By Theorem 1.1 the question: “Exactly when can one obtain D2 x S’ by nontrivial 
surgery on k?” need only be asked for torus knots and l-bridge braids. By Seifert [ 141, it has 
long been known exactly what manifolds are obtained by surgery on a torus knot and in 
particular that one can obtain D2 x S’ by an infinite number of surgeries on any torus knot. 
In [l] Berge gives a complete classification of surgeries on 1 -bridge braids which yield solid 
tori, thereby answering the above question in complete generality. 
An investigation of l-bridge braids using topological techniques rather than the 
algebraic techniques of Berge is carried out in [6]. 
TERMINOLOGY 1.3. lj k is a knot in D2 x S’, then V will denote the manifold D2 x S’ - 
N(k), J will denote dN(k), and T will denote aD2 x S’. 
If M is a manifold with a toral boundary component R, then M is said to be obtained by 
filling R along the essential simI)le closed curve c( c R if N is obtained by first attaching a 2- 
handle to M along c1 and then capping off the resulting 2-sphere with a 3-cell. A core curve 
of the attached D2 x S’ is called the core ofthejlling. If k is a knot in M then one can view a 
Dehn surgery on k as a filling on M-N(k). Note that by identifying k with the core of the 
filling of the surgered or filled manifold N, one can view k as a knot in N. 
If M is a 3-manifold whose boundary is a union of tori, then a properly embedded 
surface S is groomed if S is a Thurston norm minimizing surface, for each component P of 
aM, S n P is a union of parallel coherently oriented curves, and no subset of components of 
S is trivial in H,(M, dM). For a more general definition of groomed see Definition 0.2 [4]. 
If X is a set (or space), then 1x1 denotes the number of elements (or components) of X, if 
R is a properly embedded surface, then [R] denotes the homology class it represents, ,!? 
denotes interior of E, N(S) denotes regular neighborhood of S, ( , ) denotes algebraic 
intersection number, and the symbol 4 means transverse to. 
52. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 depends on the following result. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let k be a knot in D2 x S’ such that o(k)#O. Let J denote dN(k). !fS is a 
groomed surface in V= D2 x S’ -N(k) such that S n J # 0, then exactly one of the following 
must hold. 
(A) Each component of S n J is a meridian of J. 
(B) M(a)= M, #M, where O-C] HI( < 00 and M(u) is V$lled along a component a of 
SnJ. 
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(C) There exists a tautfinite depth foliation 9 of V such that S is a leaf of 9,9 ct\ d V, and 
9 1 J is a foliation by circles. 
Let Theorem 1 .l’ denote Theorem 1.1 with conclusion (A) replaced by the seemingly 
weaker “M = D2 x S’ and k is a braid from the point of view of the original D2 x S’ and M”. 
We will now show that Lemma 2.1 implies Theorem 1.1’ and then we will show that 
Theorem 1.1’ implies Theorem 1.1. We will conclude 42 by proving Lemma 2.1. 
Proof that Lemma 2.1 implies Theorem 1 .l ’ 2.2. Let sl be an essential non-meridinal curve 
on J and let M(E) denote the manifold obtained by filling V along z. We need to show that k 
and M(r) satisfy one of the conclusions of Theorem 1.1 I. 
Case 1. o(k)#O. 
Proof: Let S be a groomed surface in V such that S n J is a union of curves parallel to a. 
By Lemma 1.5 [4] such an S exists. Note that S n T# 0. Apply Lemma 2.1 to S. 
If conclusion (B) holds for Lemma 2.1, then conclusion (2) holds for Theorem 1.1. If 
conclusion (C) holds for Lemma 2.1, then there are two subcases to consider. Recall that T 
denotes ?D2 x S’. 
Case 1 A. Some leaf of .F is noncompact. 
Proqf By attaching discs to each leaf of 9 I J we obtain a taut foliation 8 on M(z). 
Applying Novikov’s theorem (see 2.5 [3]) to the foliation D$ obtained by doubling 4 on 
the double DM(z) of M(r) we conclude (since 03 has noncompact leaves) that DM(cr) is 
irreducible. Therefore M(r) is Haken and ZM(r) is incompressible so conclusion (3) of 
Theorem 1 .l holds for M(z). 0 
Case 1B. Each leaf of 9 is compact. 
Proqf This is equivalent to “V fibres over S’ with fibre S” by the Reeb Stability 
Theorem [ 123. 
If either S n T is not connected or genus S > 0. then conclusion (3) of Theorem 1.1 holds. 
Otherwise M(r)= D2 x S’ and k the core of the filling is a braid in M(r). By repeating the 
argument again, this time viewing the original D2 x S’ as a surgery on a knot in M(r), we 
obtain the result that k is a braid in the original D2 x S’, hence conclusion (1) holds. 0 
Case 2. w(k) = 0. 
Proof: Let T,, . , T. be a maximal set of pairwise disjoint, pairwise non parallel, non- 
boundary parallel tori in V such that k c V, c . c V, where each Vi is the component of 
D’ x S’ which T; bounds. By Haken (see [9]) any such maximal set is finite. Let H(k) denote 
the minimal length of such a maximal sequence. 
Since o(k) # 0 and each torus in a solid torus either is contained in a 3-cell or bounds a 
solid torus, each Vi is a solid torus. Let ki denote the core of h. 
Case 2.0. H(k) = 0. 
Proqf By Corollaries 2.4 and 2.5 [4] it follows that any manifold obtained by non- 
trivially surgering k is irreducible with incompressible boundary. 0 
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Case 2.n. H(k)=n>O, Theorem 1.1’ is true for knots either with H(k)<)? or (o(k)#O. 
Proof: By the hypothesis of Case 2.n the manifold t’,(z)= V, --i(k) filled along ZY c J 
satisfies one of the conclusions of Theorem 1.1’. If Vi(r) satisfies conclusion (2) or (3) then 
M(r) satisfies the corresponding conclusion. If Vi (2) satisfies conclusion (1). then M(r) = D” 
x S’ nontrivially surgered along k, . Since H(k,)=n- 1, case 2 follows by induction. Z 
The proof that Theorem 1.1’ implies Theorem 1.1 follows from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. If k is a braid in D2 x S’ and nontrivial surgery 011 k yields D2 x S’. then k is a 
0 or l-bridge braid. 
Proof: By 2.2 there exist punctured discs with holes Qi i= I,2 such that I’= 
D2 x S’-&(k) fibres over S’ with fibre Qi and ISQin TI = 1. Choose Q1 so that $Qi n .I 
consists of meridinal curves. Isotope Qi and Q2 so that Q1 rt\ Qz and IQ, n Q2 j is minimal. 
Note that if cx is a component of 8Q2, then lcln QII=w(k)l(a, m)l =n 
where m is a component of ?Q1 .Since each Qi n J is a union of parallel coherently oriented 
curves it follows that each component of Qr n Q2 is an arc with endpoints on both J and T. 
Therefore there exists a component SI of SQ2 such that Qi n Q2 contains II arcs which are 
parallel in Qz and have endpoints in CI. Let e,, . . . ,e,_ 1 be the little squares cut out by these 
parallel arcs. Let E = e, u . . . u e,,,, _ 1. E is a rectangle with sides a, b, c. d where a = E n T, 
b u d = E n Q1 and c = E n k. Let K = k--F. Use E to isotope k into a union of the segments a, 
b, K, d. It is now evident that k is a l-bridge braid. 
If (2, III) # rt 1, then k is a torus knot. This follows by applying the previous argument to 
the disc E’=e, u . . . ueu,k, and observing that dE’ n Q1 consists of 2 parallel arcs in Q1 .
(Otherwise we have the impossibility that e, u . . . u ezoCk,- 1 n Q1 consists of 20(k) arcs, 
no two of which are parallel.) 0 
Proc$ofLemma 2.1. Let S be a groomed surface in V. Let r be a component of SS n J. 
Assume that 2 is not a meridian of J. In order to find the desired foliation .P of con- 
clusion (C) We attempt to follow, verbatum, the proof of Theorem 3. I [S]. If at some point 
the proof of Theorem 3.1 fails, in our setting, we will see that conclusion (B) of Lemma 2.1 
holds. We now follow the program offf7 [S]. 
Step I. Find a groomed sequence of sutured manifold decompositions 
such that for I d id n 
(I) S, is connected, SS,#@ and O#[S,, SS,]EH,(M,_,. CM,_,). 
(2) J n Sj is a union of simple closed curves. 
(3) If(fi “, ;:,,) denotes the sutured manifold obtained by attaching 2-handles to (M,, ;,,) 
along E,, =;‘,I n J, (here view M, c D2 x S’ -f?(k)) then ?fi,, is a union of 2-spheres. 
Proof: First decompose (V, ?V) along S, then apply Lemma 3.6 [S] to the resulting 
sutured manifold (M ,, 7,). In our setting let E,=J (see 3.2 [S]). 0 
Step 2. Let Q be an incompressible disc in V which is of the form D’ x pt.-/V(k). 
Let p = IQ n kl. M, can be isotoped so that Q is transverse to M,, each arc component of 
Q n y. (resp. Q n (dM,- b.)) is essential in y,, (resp. aM,-k,). Q n M,= 
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{ qi, . . , q,} u D where each qi is a connected surface and either D = Qr or D is a disc and 
Dndy=@ and 
r (dq,nZy,I 
1 4 
- %(4i)dP- l. 
i=l 
Finally each q, contributes a nonnegative number to the above summation. 
Proqf: Apply Lemma 4.28 [S]. q 
Srep 3. Either conclusion (B) or (C) of Lemma 2.1 holds or there exists an exotic 
embedded planar surface P in V. Le. P has the property that P n J is a union of 1: > 0 
coherently oriented simple closed curves parallel to x and i. = dP-J is a simple closed curve 
which satisfies 1 i. n Q I6p - 1. Finally, no component of P-Q is a d&c F with F n Q 
connected. 
Proof: Let (M, 7) (resp. E) denote the sutured manifold (M,, 7,) (resp. E,). Our goal is to 
show under the additional assumption “fi # M, #M, where O< IH1(M2)I < 0~" that either 
(M, 7) is a product sutured manifold or we can find a planar surface P c R(g) such that dP is 
a union of components which are contained in E and a component E. c k(r) which satisfies 
Ii. n QI <p. Such a P satisfies all but possibly the last part of the statement of Step 3. The 
existence of a bad F would imply that some arc component 6 of Q n P is inessential in P. 
The conclusion of Step 2 implies that such a bad arc 6 with &? c E does not exist. A small 
isotopy of P removes bad arcs 6 with endpoints in i.. If (M, y) is a product sutured manifold 
then apply the construction of 9, on p. 471-477 of [3] to the sutured manifold sequence of 
Step 1 to obtain the desired foliation 9 (compare Lemma 3.7 [S]). 
Now, beginning with paragraph 2, apply the proof of Lemma 5.1 [S] with the following 
two obvious modifications. 
a is contained in M(a) [instead of the zero frame manifold N]. 
Replace references to Lemma 4.27 by references to our Step 2. 0 
Step 4. No exotic planar surface exists. 
Proof: Let Q’ be the union of two very close parallel copies of Q. As in [ 13) construct a 
graph G in S2 as follows. Contract each component of aP to a point to create a S2. The 
vertices of G correspond to the components of dP. The edges of G correspond to the arcs 
Q’ n P. G has 13 + 1 > 1 vertices of which u are valence 2~ ( (CI, m) I = q (m is a meridian of k) 
and 1, called i is valence d 2(,~ - 1) <‘I - 1. Let I = [O, I] be an interval in aQ’ n J which 
intersects each component of P n J once. For each component A of dP n J label the points 
of A n Q’ 1,2, . ,I! mod v by starting at the point A n I and labelling it 1 and then, using 
an orientation of the knot, follow the knot to label the other points of intersection in 
sequence. If e is an edge of G such that some endpoint p of e lies on the vertex corresponding 
to A. then give the p end of e the label corresponding to the point p E Q’ n A. 
After possibly reversing the orientation on k the labeled graph G satisfies all but possibly 
properties (3) and (4) of the hypothesis of Lemma 6.1 [S] where Jo of 6.1 is replaced by our q. 
Hypothesis (3) holds because P is oriented and all the components of P n J are oriented in 
the same way. Hypothesis (4) holds as follows. If F is a disc contradicting hypothesis (4), 
then F intersects a single component, say Q, of Q’ and either r = 1 or r > 1. The former 
corresponds to a disc component of P-Q and the connectivity of F n Q contradicts the 
conclusions of Step 3. The latter implies that D2 x S’ contains a lens space summand. To see 
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this think of the D2 x pt. containing Q as a O-handle, the component of N(k)-N(Q) 
containing the arcs of Q n P with end labelsj and j- 1 as a l-handle and F as a Z-handle. 
The subcomplex formed by these three cells is a punctured lens space. 
Lemma 6.1 [5] implies that such a graph G does not exist. _ 
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